Customer Case Study
DuoCircle

Halon Security reduces operational expenses and improves customer
response time with email platform
DuoCircle is an entity that was established for the migration of
Dyn’s legacy email receiving products customers to a more
powerful and feature rich email handling platform.
Headquartered in San Diego, California, DuoCircle provides
over 17,000 customers located globally with a next generation
software platform with a robust account management and
service management interface for high level of control over
settings, customer care and a scalable architecture designed
for high level messaging and spam filtering.
The challenge: migrate to a scalable and a cost-effective email
solution
DuoCircle was challenged with migrating Dyn’s legacy email
infrastructure to provide simpler and easy to use configuration
files, reducing hardware hosting costs and ensuring better
customer satisfaction.

Industry:
Email Service Provider
Benefits:
Reduced operating
expenses by 30%
Reduced time to
manage the network by
90%
Improved customer
response time to
minutes from hours

Halon Security Product:
Brad Slavin, CEO, DuoCircle describes, “We wanted to migrate
Halon Email Platform
our spam filter from Spam Assassin to ASSP. We were using
70 Amazon instances and the server hosting bill was well over
$20K/month. In addition, we were experiencing difficulties in
delivering emails to customers. Even though we are a Linux and FreeBSD based shop we were
open to evaluating a commercial email platform that was scalable, cost effective and would enable
us to continue as a service provider to our customers.”
The solution: Halon email platform
“We researched many email security and delivery platforms against our requirements including
Cyren software and over 20 of their partners.” Slavin explained. “We conducted a proof of
concept with Halon Security email platform and selected it based on the attractive licensing
model, excellent support, easy upgrade path, reliable and scalable architecture that eliminated
inconsistencies, key features such as quarantine, end user logging for customers, message replay
and for enabling DuoCircle to continue as a service provider.”
Halon’s primary product is an email software distribution providing a full stack, scriptable
approach to functionalities such as email delivery (SMTP/LMTP), routing, security (anti-spam,
signing, etc), automation and integration. It’s a flexible and scriptable email engine, designed to be
run as part of a fault tolerant and linearly scalable cluster that integrates with surrounding
modules and infrastructure.
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This highly differentiated platform enables demanding organizations like hosting providers and
MSPs to implement ideal solutions for their specific needs.
DuoCircle has completed migration and standardization of their legacy Dyn’s email platform to
Halon Security platform and have realized many tangible business benefits.

Key benefit: reduced operating expenses by 30%
“By migrating the legacy Dyn email infrastructure to the next generation Halon email platform, we
reduced the number of servers required for hosting that helped save operational costs by 30%.”
Slavin said.
Key benefit: reduced time to manage the network by 90%
According to Slavin, “The Halon email platform enabled DuoCircle to reduce the time to managing
the network by 90%. DuoCircle was able to leverage existing resources to provide 24X7 support
that helped reduce the number of customer help desk tickets.”
Key benefit: improved customer response time to minutes from hours
“Halon’s platform helped reduce workload on the DuoCircle network which improved the response
time to customer billing issues to minutes from hours it took under the legacy Dyn infrastructure.”
Slavin emphasized.
“Halon Security delivered on their promise and things are just right at DuoCircle. I am very happy
with my choice of Halon email platform.” Slavin concluded.

About Halon
Halon Security is a leading provider of in- and outbound email routing, filtering and anti-spam
technology for Hosting and Service Providers. The Halon platform consolidates business critical
functionalities for complex environments with its flexibility, through advanced scripting
capabilities and powerful open API’s. Our solution is awarded internationally and is used by large
web hosters and service providers, companies and municipalities of all sizes: many of who protect
millions of users globally. www.halonsecurity.com
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